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Misleading

Thanks for a
great magazine
with lots of
inspiration!
KRIS FAHLSTED
T SWEDEN

(once thought impossible because of
subdivision), carbon-financed conservation
projects (once thought unmanageable and
too expensive), PES schemes (once believed
un-governable) and drone-based security
for rhinos (once believed to be too ‘hi-tech’)
etc. Because we share the planet with
species such as whale sharks, the only
long-term way to appreciate and ultimately
integrate their protection into our culture is
to expose as many people to them as
possible, fostering an unparalleled
appreciation of their kind. Creative
conservation projects should not be
disdained on the basis of our own limits to
creative solutions. I personally believe that
the project is both innovative and pragmatic
in its approach. Only time will tell whether
we are correct, but the potential overall
impact of this project on the successful
outcomes of marine landscape
conservation, and whale sharks specifically,
could be positively transformative.
Bryan Adkins, Kenya
Conservation Landscape Manager,
Wildlife Works Carbon

The claims made by Bassen about his
project are largely misleading.
Firstly, the most similar experience that a
tourist can have swimming with whale
sharks in a reef/coastal pen is in Fenjiezhou
Island (Hainan Province, southern China),
where fishermen and local entrepreneurs
(such as Bassen’s consortium) enclose whale
sharks they have caught, but with minimal
animal care. The comparison with the
Georgia and Okinawa aquaria, which are
major international institutions that have
captive whale sharks in addition to
thousands of other fish and expert staff
numbering in the hundreds, is tenuous at
best. Second, while it is true that swimming
with whale sharks is a magical experience,
this is done at a dozen locations in East
Africa for half the stated price, in the wild
rather than in pens, so the value and pricing
of the enclosure project appears to be more
in aid of profit-making rather than
conservation. Third, the benefits to local
conservation of the project are tenuous at
best, and though it is dressed up as a
‘public-private partnership’ between
Bassen’s three entities (one trust and two
businesses) and the local fishing
community, it has more the appearance of a
business venture of willing buyer-willing
seller. There is no clear documentation of
roles and responsibilities, benefit sharing,
assumptions or risk, and both local
community and government appear enticed
by an unlikely income stream from
fee-paying guests.
If the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) submitted by Bassen’s
project, and mentioned in your news piece
as a standard for approval, is an indicator of
the competence of the group in conducting
their business ethically, then it must be
concluded that that competence is low. The
EIA was submitted without any treatment of
the marine environment (even though they
clearly know the whale shark is a marine
fish!), and was more in the style of dressing
up a project for approval by the authority,
than a professional document aimed at
pointing out potential pitfalls to assist the
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Apalled by
project
I am not in the habit of
writing letters to magazines
or newspapers, but I was appalled to
read of the proposed captive whale
shark snorkelling experience in Kenya.
This is nothing but exploitation
justified on pseudo-conservation
grounds. Either Mr Bassen is unaware,
or chooses to ignore, the other places
it is possible to snorkel with these
magnificent fish truly in the wild:
Ningaloo reef in Western Australia,
Mexico, Belize, Philippines, Honduras
and Mozambique to name a few!
Please correct this misinformation Mr
Bassen is spreading. Hopefully the
licence will not be granted, as the
impact on the migration of these fish
cannot be known without further
study. Thanks for a great magazine.
DR RUTH MAXWELL, UK

proponents, stakeholders and government
to mitigate and minimise these. As to the
rest of the project, there are more flaws
than can be dealt with in a brief letter. In
other articles and statements many critics
deal with the limitations of the project in
more detail (see upcoming article in Swara
magazine (Kenya), and at www.cordioea.
net/whaleshark).
DAVID OBURA (PHD),
Kenya Coordinator, CORIDIO (Coastal
Oceans Research and Development in the
Indian Ocean) East Africa
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